
PRESENT SIMPLE TENSE M.5 
Part 1 Choose the best answer 
1] It _______ a rainy day today. It is sunny. 
A. doesn’t                                        B. is not 
C. has                                              D. is 
2] Every morning I _______ at 5 o’clock. 
A. doesn’t get up                               B. gets up 
C. am get up                                     D. get up 
3] It _______ a lot in Ranong, Thailand. 
A. is rain                                            B. is not rain 
C. rains                                              D. rain 
4] We _______ Thai fried rice very much. 
A. likes                                              B. are like 
C. like                                               D. are not like 
5] They _______ Chinese but they _______ Thai. 
A. don’t speak / don’t speak                B. speak / speak 
C. are no speak / speak                       D. don’t speak / speak 
6] A: _______ you have dinner every day? 
B: Yes, I _______ but my friend _______ . 
A. Are / am / isn’t                               B. Do / have / isn’t 
C. Do / do / doesn’t                            D. Are / do /does 
7] The market _______ on Fridays. 
A. open                                             B. are open 
C. are not opening                              D. opens 
8] They always _______ basketball in the evening. 
A. play                                              B. are not play 
C. plays                                            D. playing 
9] I _______ to school every morning. 
A. go                                                B. am go 
C. going                                            D. goes 
10] A: _______ you live with your friend? 
B: _______. I live with my uncle. 
A. Are / No, I am not.                        B. Do / No, I don’t. 
C. Do / Yes, I do.                              D. Does / Yes, I am. 
11] We _______ meat. We _______ vegetarians. 
A. are not / are                                B. are not eat meat / are 
C. eat / are                                      D. don’t eat / are 
 



12] My brother _______ to the gym often. 
A. don’t go                                       B. go 
C. is go                                            D. goes 
13] A: Where _______ she _______? 
B: She _______ in Songkhla. 
A. does / live / lives                          B. does / lives / live 
C. do / live / lives                             D. do / lives / live 
14] Tom and I _______ to the tennis court every Sunday morning. We 
really _______ it. 
A. go / like                                       B. am go / like 
C. am not go / are not like                 D. don’t go / like 
15] John often _______ badminton. 
A. play                                            B. plays 
C. playes                                         D. don’t play 
16] Where ________ you _______ from? 
A. are not/ come                             B. don’t / comes 
C. do /come                                   D. are / come 
17] _______ you _______ that film? 
A. Are / like                                    B. Do / like 
C. Does / like                                  D. Do / likes 
18] When _______ the show _______ ? 
A. is /start                                      B. does / start 
C. is /starts                                     D. do / start 
19] I _______ what you said last night. 
A. don’t understand                        B. understands 
C. am not understand                     D. was understood 
20] I _______ to school every morning. 
A. go                                           B. am go 
C. going                                       D. goes 
Part 2 
เมือ่ได้ค าตอบครบแล้ว ให้เลือกโจทย์มา 5 ข้อจากด้านบน มาเขียนเป็น
ภาษาไทยและภาษาถิ่นของตัวเอง เช่น 
     9] I ___go____ to school every morning. 

= ฉันไปโรงเรียนทุกวัน 
= เยิงโตวโรงรีนเรียล(กรุ๊บ)ไง (เขมร) 

 


